“We cannot teach people anything. We can only help them
discover it within themselves” - Galileo Galilei

OUR PHILOSOPHY
We believe people’s perceptions are changed when they
give themselves space to see the world from a diﬀerent
perspective.
We believe leadership is intensely personal and that
everyone has the potential to lead.
We believe that leadership and influence is exhibited in
multiple and unique ways.
We strive to give people the confidence to be themselves
and the courage to lead out of who they are, consistently,
all the time.

PROGRAM
Experience

“Leadership is like swimming – you cannot learn it by
reading about it.” - Henry Mintzberg
Knowledge
The Essence of Leadership is a transformative three day
experience aimed at organizations wishing to create
Open, Aware and Connected leaders.

Wisdom

The experience is an organizational enhancer for those forward
thinking companies who believe their people are their product.
Specifically targeted (but not limited) to high potential team
members the Essence of Leadership oﬀers tangible benefits to
organizations wishing to develop their talented employees sense
of self, leadership potential and as a result their contribution to
the organization.

PROGRAM CONT…
Experience

Wisdom

Over the course of three days, delegates will be asked to engage
with, and immerse themselves in business, culture, history and
our shared humanity on a journey of perspective which reframes
how theyKnowledge
view the world and their role in it. Set in real time,
delegates work across diverse social systems and environments
to develop contextual & self-understanding.
Living and working out of their ‘comfort zones’, delegates
experience first hand the complexities of both the changing
world and the complex systems at play, and assess their thinking,
behaviour and responses through a new set of eyes.
This experience places humanity at the centre of everything we
do as it is the cornerstone to all of us and is ultimately what lies at
the heart of successful organizations.
“You cannot create experience – you must undergo it”
Albert Camus

LOCATION
Home to one of the most dense collections of skyscrapers in Africa,
the Johannesburg CBD is a vibrant and ever changing canvass.
Delegates will engage with diﬀerent kinds of leaders in vastly contrasting situations that will
open their eyes to cultural and lifestyle diversity. They will also witness the ravages of society
without leadership versus the dynamism of those with eﬀective leadership.

OUR APPROACH
Delegates are constantly challenged by the intense
interaction, cross cultural immersion and real life case
studies. They are purposefully kept in a ‘world of uncertainty’
as facilitators don’t talk about “what’s next”, simulating the
unexpected challenges that leaders
The experienced facilitators will catalyze in situ debriefs, give
direct feedback, and ensure relevance and transfer of all
experiences.
Delegates are also given time for personal reflection and
provided with tools for personal leadership growth. They
also receive individual coaching to augment the process.
Connection to the everyday world (cell phones / laptops etc)
is kept to an absolute minimum, allowing delegates to
liberate their minds and truly focus on the ‘here and now’

OUR DESIRE
Grow leaders who:
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Focus on individual authenticity not preordained
competencies
Live in the state of being a leader 24/7, not doing leadership
things when required
Earn the right to lead – do not demand or assume leadership
Build the courage to be vulnerable, not the timidity of
certainty
Cultivate growth in others –not manufactured performance
Take time to think, renew and recreate their leadership
eﬀectiveness
Know what to do when they don’t know what to do
In short we encourage delegates to be happy
to stand up and lead.

ETHOS
The journey of life and our role as leaders can be reflected by the nodes,
hooks, spikes and leaves of the buﬀalo thorn
The leaves have 3 veins – representing our relationship with
• Ourselves
• Other people
• Our creator’ – (however delegates wish to interpret
this)
The nodes are the moments in time when we make tough
decisions
The hooks challenge us to hold dear to that which is sacrosanct
in our lives, or to unhook ourselves from those past ‘events’
holding us
The spikes determine the future course that we set for
ourselves
All are totally dependent on the depth of the roots we sink, which in
turn determine the essence of who we are and how we will lead, plus
how we will withstand the winds of change in our lives.

OUR CREDENTIALS

The Essence of Leadership program is part of LEAD WITH HUMANITY.
An internationally accredited organization dedicated to developing
leaders of the future.
Our facilitators and credentialed coaches have over 150 years of
combined leadership experience working with organizations and
their employees to eﬀect profound change and growth.

SAFETY
Delegates largely spend the three day journey in unusual or foreign situations / circumstances.
Every precaution is taken to ensure delegates’ safety (although much of the backup is unseen).
Before each activity, delegates are fully briefed on what to do.
Trusted local guides and routes are used.

“Change the way you look at things and
the things you look at change.”
- Wayne Dyer

DELEGATE FEEDBACK
•

It’s no exaggeration to say this workshop experience was challenging - both professionally and personally, and it will remain
a high point in my life, and post the course I’m feeling energized and inspired.

•

The energy you portray (whether negative or positive) has a major impact on your team and their eﬀectiveness. Give your
team ownership, make them feel inclusive in the decision making.

•

Not one of the amazing, pioneering leaders we met (Sanza, Ma Refilwe, Bheki, George) started out wanting to save the
world. They didn’t have much of an agenda, they listened to what was needed and set out to meet those needs with what
little they had. And people followed. Through the communities they created, incredible things were achieved.

•

Great leaders stand firmly for what they believe in, their conviction is what gets them through adversity, but their ability to
adapt is what makes them successful.

•

I learnt the importance of being inclusive in leadership, allowing the people who are part of the process to really be a part of
it.

•

Lead with Humanity far exceeded my expectations.I knew to expect something special, but it was far more than I imagined!

2018 RATES
R24 250 excl. VAT per delegate
Rate includes 2 nights accommodation, all meals and drinks, transport whilst on the program,
‘working capital’ for assignments, course materials and 10 hours of one-on-one professional
coaching.
Delegates are responsible for getting themselves to the central meeting point in Johannesburg.
*10 - 18 Delegates per program
50% Cancellation Fee within 30 Days of program
100% Cancellation Fee within 7 Days of program

ENQUIRE NOW
For information on available course dates, to book or any other queries you may have:

•

Website: http://www.leadwithhumanity.co.za/programs/essence-of-leadership/

•

Email: info@leadwithhumanity.co.za

•

Phone: +27 (82) 553 3198 (Peter Laburn)

*Lead With Humanity is a LEVEL 4 BEE Supplier
“Leading with Humanity” is the intellectual property of “Lead with Humanity CC”
Company reg. no: 2009/152228/23

www.leadwithhumanity.co.za

